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Abstract
We associate to any manifold with corners (even with non-embedded hyperfaces) a (non-
Hausdorff) longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid, on which we deﬁne a pseudodifferential
calculus. This calculus generalizes the b-calculus of Melrose, deﬁned for manifolds with
embedded corners. The groupoid of a manifold with corners is shown to be unique up to
equivalence for manifolds with corners of same codimension. Using tools from the theory of
Cn-algebras of groupoids, we also obtain new proofs for the study of b-calculus.
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0. Introduction
In order to generalize the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer index theorem [2], Melrose (with
several coauthors) introduced and studied a pseudodifferential calculus on manifolds
with boundary, and more generally on manifolds with corners [14–17].
Following the work of Ho¨rmander [11], who showed that the pseudodifferential
calculus on a manifold with boundary M is given by Schwartz kernels on M2;
Melrose deﬁned a pseudodifferential calculus adapted to boundary problems, the b-
calculus, using Schwartz kernels on a space playing the role of M2; the ‘‘b-stretched
product’’. With Nistor [13], he studied the norm closure of the algebra of
b-pseudodifferential operators and its K-theory.
$This article is based on the Ph.D. Thesis of the author (see [18]). Some results and deﬁnitions of
Sections 2–5 were announced in [19].
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Meanwhile, it appears in the work of Alain Connes [7,8] that index theory is
naturally related to Lie groupoids.
In the case of a manifold without boundary, the associated groupoid is M  M:
Moreover, Connes deﬁned the tangent groupoid [6,7,10] which gives a beautiful
setting to understand the Atiyah–Singer index theorem [3]. Following his ideas, we
generalized, in collaboration with Pierrot [20] this construction for any differentiable
groupoid G whose ﬁbers Gy (yAGð0Þ) are smooth manifolds (without boundary). We
shall call this a longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid.
If X is a manifold with corners, the groupoid X  X is not longitudinally smooth.
Thus, it is necessary to desingularize it and to construct a longitudinally smooth
groupoid denoted by GðX Þ; the pseudodifferential calculus on GðX Þ then coincides
with the b-calculus (with compact support) of Melrose.
We also deﬁne an algebra of functions with rapid decay on GðXÞ; that we compare
to the regularizing operators of the b-calculus.
In this setting, the questions related to the structure of the algebra of
pseudodifferential operators reduce to questions on groupoids. We thus obtain
new, simple proofs of several results of [13].
Moreover, by using groupoids we can deﬁne a pseudodifferential calculus (and
deal with index theory) for a larger class of manifolds with corners than that
considered by Melrose: the hyperfaces of the manifolds he considers are supposed to
be embedded, which is not the case for a general manifold with corners (i.e. a
manifold modelled on Rnþ). The groupoid associated to a manifold with corners is
shown to be universal among the manifolds with corners which have the same
maximal codimension.
Remark. The pseudodifferential calculus on Lie groupoids has been independently
deﬁned by Nistor et al. [26] and Weinstein [22]. These authors have also deﬁned a
groupoid associated to a manifold with boundary, and studied the relation with the
b-calculus.
The pseudodifferential calculus on longitudinally smooth Lie groupoids is
recalled in Section 1, in terms of Schwartz kernels. Then we deﬁne a space
of functions with rapid decay on G; which gives additional regularizing
operators.
In Section 2 we recall some deﬁnitions related to both manifolds with corners and
manifolds with embedded corners. The latter are embedded in smooth manifolds
endowed with a transverse family of submanifolds of codimension 1: we call such a
structure a decoupage.
The deﬁnition of the groupoid associated to a decoupage is given in Section 3. This
construction is shown to be functorial.
Then, in Section 4, we can deﬁne the groupoid GðXÞ of a manifold with embedded
corners X ; as the restriction of the groupoid of a decoupage in which X is embedded.
We deﬁne the pseudodifferential calculus on X as being the pseudodifferential
calculus on the longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid GðX Þ:
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Since, then, we can prove that for a manifold with boundary X ; the b-calculus
(with compact support) is the pseudodifferential calculus on GðX Þ:
We show in addition that the regularizing operators of the b-calculus are functions
with rapid decay on GðX Þ:
In Section 5, we give new proofs of several results of Melrose and Nistor [13],
using the properties of Cn-algebras of groupoids.
The general case of manifolds with corners is considered in Section 6. In this
setting, we deﬁne a groupoid GðXÞ; generally non-Hausdorff, and its s-connected
component GðXÞ: This allows to deﬁne the pseudodifferential calculus on X as the
pseudodifferential calculus on the groupoids GðXÞ or GðXÞ:
The groupoid GðXÞ is actually universal (in a certain sense) for all the manifolds
with corners of the same maximal codimension. Indeed, if X and X 0 have the same
maximal codimension, then GðXÞ and GðX 0Þ are equivalent; which implies that their
Cn-algebras have the same K-theory.
Section 7 is devoted to some computations of the K-theory of the Cn-algebra
of GðXÞ:
1. Pseudodifferential calculus on Lie groupoids
In this section we deﬁne the algebra of pseudodifferential operators on a
longitudinally smooth differentiable groupoid. A part of this was ﬁrst introduced in
[20], and independently by Nistor et al. [22].
1.1. Schwartz kernels of pseudodifferential operators on a differentiable groupoid
Let G be a longitudinally smooth, differentiable groupoid, i.e. a topological
groupoid endowed with a differential structure on G and Gð0Þ; these manifolds can be
manifolds with corners. It is assumed in addition that:
* Gð0Þ is a submanifold of G;
* the ﬁbers Gx ¼ r1ðxÞ; xAGð0Þ are smooth,
* the maps source and range, s and r; are submersions,
* the composition Gð2Þ-G is smooth.
We shall use equivalently the terms differentiable groupoid and Lie groupoid. At
ﬁrst, we assume that G is Hausdorff.
In [20] we deﬁned the pseudodifferential operators on G as G-equivariant families
of pseudodifferential operators on the ﬁbers Gu:
We shall give an equivalent deﬁnition, in terms of Schwartz kernels, analogous to
the deﬁnition of Ho¨rmander [11] in the case of pseudodifferential operators on a
smooth manifold.
The Lie algebroid associated to a longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid G; denoted
byAðGÞ; is the normal bundle of Gð0Þ in G: if gAGð0Þ; then NgGð0Þ ¼ TgG=TgGð0Þ: It
is canonically isomorphic to the restriction to the set of units of G of the kernel of the
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morphism ds (or dr) : TG-TGð0Þ; using this isomorphism the sections of AðGÞ
identify the vector ﬁelds v on G such that dsðvðgÞÞ ¼ 0; 8gAG; which are right-
invariant.
The bundle of half-densities O1=2 is the line bundle on G whose ﬁber at gAG is the
vector space of maps
r : LkTgGrðgÞ#LkTgGsðgÞ-C
such that rðlnÞ ¼ jlj1=2rðnÞ; 8lAR: Here k is the dimension of the ﬁbers GrðgÞ
and GsðgÞ:
Let j be a diffeomorphism of a (tubular) neighborhood O of Gð0Þ in G; with values
in AðGÞ; such that the following diagram is commutative:
We assume moreover that jðgÞ ¼ 03gAGð0Þ; and that its differential is the
isomorphism TxG
xCNxGð0Þ:
Deﬁnition 1.1. The space of pseudodifferential kernels on a longitudinally smooth
differentiable groupoid G is the space ImðG; Gð0Þ;O12) of distributional sections K on
G with values in O
1
2 which are smooth outside Gð0Þ; and given by an oscillatory
integral in a neighborhood of Gð0Þ included in O;
KðgÞ ¼ ð2pÞn
Z
ArðgÞðGÞn
ei/jðgÞ;xSaðg; xÞ dx;
where a is a polyhomogeneous symbol of order m with values in O
1
2:
Denote by INðG; Gð0Þ;O12Þ the space of pseudodifferential kernels of any order
ðINðG; Gð0Þ;O12Þ ¼ SmAZ ImðG; Gð0Þ;O12ÞÞ:
It is also possible to take more general symbols, like ðr; dÞ-type symbols.
Remark that the smooth sections of AðGÞ live in I1ðG; Gð0Þ;O12Þ: One obtains in
this way a right action and a left action of CNðAðGÞÞ on CNc ðG;O
1
2Þ:
There exists a convolution pairing IN  CNc -CN: The space INðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ is
not an algebra, but INc ðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ; the space of pseudodifferential kernels with
compact support, is an involutive algebra. Moreover, the convolution of an element
of INc by an element of I
N is in IN:
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Remark 1. (1). The deﬁnition above is equivalent to that of [20], Deﬁnition 2.2,
where we deﬁned the pseudodifferential operators on G as G-equivariant families of
pseudodifferential operators on the ﬁbers Gu (see [18] for a proof). However, we shall
use a different notation: the space of pseudodifferential operators on a groupoid G is
denoted by CnðGÞ in this article instead of OPD(G).
We remove now the assumption that G is Hausdorff.
In [6], Connes deﬁned the Cn-algebra of the holonomy groupoid of a foliation,
even in the case when it is non-Hausdorff. This construction generalizes immediately
to any non-Hausdorff Lie groupoid, with the condition that the space of units Gð0Þ
and each ﬁber Gx are Hausdorff. Even more, there is no difﬁculty to deﬁne the
algebra of pseudodifferential kernels on a non-Hausdorff Lie groupoid with the
conditions above, see [18] for details.
1.2. Extended pseudodifferential calculus
In all this section we assume that the groupoids are Hausdorff.
The regularizing operators of the pseudodifferential calculus on a groupoid G are
smooth functions on G: Above, we only considered compactly supported functions.
Here, we will deﬁne an algebra of functions with rapid decay (‘‘Schwartz space’’).
The motivation is to get an algebra of pseudodifferential operators which is stable
under holomorphic functional calculus in its norm closure: this is a convenient
framework for Fredholmness properties. We shall only outline the results, which
were ﬁrst introduced in [18] and developed in [12].
The deﬁnition of the Schwartz space relies on a length function with polynomial
growth.
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let G be a Lie groupoid, and m be a Haar system on G:
A length function with polynomial growth is a smooth function j : G-Rþ
such that:
* j is subadditive, i.e. jðg1g2Þpjðg1Þ þ jðg2Þ;
* 8gAG;jðg1Þ ¼ jðgÞ;
* j is proper,
* (c; N; 8xAGð0Þ; 8rARþ; mxðj1ð½0; rÞpcðrN þ 1Þ:
Note that if j is proper, it implies that Gð0Þ is compact. With such a function j;
one can deﬁne the space
S0 ¼ fAC0ðG;O
1
2Þ; 8PAC½X ; sup
gAG
jPðjðgÞÞf ðgÞjoN
( )
:
This space does not depend on the norm of the spaces of sections of half densities, as
Gð0Þ is compact.
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The Schwartz space on G is the space of functions such that all their derivatives
with respect to the action of sections of the Lie algebroid, are in S0:
Deﬁnition 1.3. The space SðGÞ of functions with rapid decay on G; or Schwartz
space of G; is the subspace of S0 of functions f such that
8lAN; 8ðv1;y; vlÞACNðAðGÞÞl ; 8kpl; ðv1yvk  f  vkþ1yvlÞAS0:
Proposition 1.1. The Schwartz space of G is a subalgebra of CnðGÞ:
Proof. See [18]. &
Proposition 1.2. The Schwartz space of SðGÞ is the subspace of S0 of functions f
such that
8k1; k2AINc ðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ; k1 *f *k2AS0:
Proof. See [18]. &
Remark 1.2. This deﬁnition of the Schwartz space coincides with the usual deﬁnition
in the case when G is Rn seen as a Lie group (with Gð0Þ reduced to a point), with
jðxÞ ¼ jjxjj:
Proposition 1.2 shows that INs ðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ ¼ INc ðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ þSðGÞ is an
algebra of which SðGÞ is the ideal of regularizing operators.
Deﬁnition 1.4. We shall call extended pseudodifferential calculus with respect to j on
a longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid G the algebra of pseudodifferential operators
on G whose kernels are in INs ðG; Gð0Þ;O
1
2Þ:
Theorem 1.1. The extended pseudodifferential calculus is stable under holomorphic
functional calculus.
Proof. See [12]. &
This result implies that from the point of view of K-theory, one can consider the
extended pseudodifferential calculus as well as the norm closure of the algebra of
pseudodifferential kernel with compact support, which is not the case with the
algebra of regularizing operators of the b-calculus.
1.3. The s-connected component of a Lie groupoid
Recall (see [24,23]) that the s-connected component of a differentiable groupoid G
is the union of the connected components of the unit of each ﬁber Gy: It is denoted by
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Gc: This is an open subgroupoid of G; and it is generated by any neighborhood of
Gð0Þ that it contains. It is thus included in any open subgroupoid of G containing Gð0Þ:
This implies that the pseudodifferential calculus on G is the same as that on Gc;
modulo regularizing operators. To deﬁne a pseudodifferential calculus it is thus
useless to build directly a ‘‘minimal’’ groupoid: it is enough to construct a groupoid,
and then to take its s-connected component.
2. Manifolds with corners
In this section we make precise the deﬁnitions of manifolds with corners and
manifolds with embedded corners. We also consider the morphisms of manifolds
with corners.
2.1. General manifolds with corners
Deﬁnition 2.1. A manifold with corners X is a manifold modelled over ðRþÞn (which
will be simply denoted by Rnþ). Each point p has a neighborhood diffeomorphic to
Rkþ  Rnk for some integer k; such that the image of p is 0; k is called the
codimension of p: The connected components of the set of points of codimension k
are called open faces of codimension k; and their closures are the faces of X : The set
of faces of codimension k is denoted by FkðXÞ; the set of hyperfaces F1ðXÞ is also
denoted by HFðXÞ:
The interior of a face F is denoted by
.
F;
.
X is the only element of F0ðXÞ: The
boundary of X is denoted by @X ; it is the union of the faces of codimension k40:
For each point x; the smallest face which contains x is denoted by FðxÞ:
Let us give a few examples of manifolds with corners:
Example 2.1. (0) A smooth manifold (without boundary) is a manifold with corners.
(1) A manifold with boundary is a manifold with corners; it has a face of
codimension 0 (the interior), and faces of codimension 1 (the boundary).
(2) The product of several manifolds with corners is a manifold with corners.
(3) The quotient of a manifold with corners by a free action of a ﬁnite group is a
manifold with corners.
(4) A drop with 1 or 2 corners is a manifold with corners.
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The tangent bundle of a manifold with corners is deﬁned as in the case of smooth
manifolds, but it is not a vector bundle since on the boundary the tangent vectors
form a half-space. If F is a face of codimension ka0; and pA
.
F; we shall denote by
Np; or by NpF the normal to the boundary at p; i.e. the quotient of TpX by the image
of TpF by the differential of the inclusion of
.
F in X :
With this deﬁnition, NpF is a quadrant of a vector space. At the neighborhood of
p; indeed, F is the intersection of k local hyperfaces Hi; thus one has NpF ¼Q
1pipk NpHi: But NpHiCRþ; so that NpFCR
k
þ:
2.2. Manifolds with embedded corners
The deﬁnition of manifold with corners above is very general. One can consider a
more restrictive deﬁnition, as Melrose does (see [15] for instance):
Deﬁnition 2.2. A manifold with embedded corners X is a Hausdorff topological
space endowed with a subalgebra CNðX Þ of C0ðX Þ satisfying the following
conditions:
* there exists a manifold X˜ and a map i : X-X˜ such that CNðXÞ ¼ inCNðX˜Þ;
* there exists a ﬁnite family of functions riAC
NðX˜Þ; such that
iðXÞ ¼ fyAX˜; 8iAI ; riðyÞX0g;
* for any JCI ; and at any point of X˜ where the ðrjÞjAJ vanish simultaneously, the
differentials drj are independent.
The functions ri are called defining functions of the hyperfaces.
It is clear that a manifold with embedded corners is a manifold with corners: at a
point x; the number of functions rj which vanish determine the codimension of x;
since the rj; which are independent, can be used as local coordinates and induce a
diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of x to some Rkþ  Rnk:
The reciprocal is of course false: for instance in Example 4 the drop with one
corner is not a manifold with embedded corners: it admits a hyperface which
intersects itself, thus no global deﬁning function can be deﬁned.
Nevertheless, locally any manifold with corners is a manifold with embedded
corners. More precisely, if X is a manifold with corners and xAX is of codimension
k; it admits a chart c : V-Rkþ  Rnk; so V is a manifold with embedded corners.
Moreover, c1ðx1;y; 0;y; xk; xkþ1; xnÞ deﬁnes a hyperface of V : We shall call local
hyperface such a part of X : Each point of codimension k admits k local hyperfaces.
Several local hyperfaces can belong to the same (global) hyperface, as in Example 4.
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Any compact manifold with embedded corners can be embedded in a smooth
manifold as follows: let ðriÞiAI be a family of deﬁning functions of the
hyperfaces. Then there exists e40 such that for any JCI and for
any xAX satisfying rjðxÞpe for each jAJ; the drj are independent. Since then
the space
fxAX ; 8iAI ; riðxÞXeg
is a manifold with embedded corners diffeomorphic to X ; of which
.
X is an extension.
Finally, remark that given a deﬁning function r of a hyperface F ; one obtains a
trivialization of the normal bundle of
.
F: The restriction to
.
F of its differential
dr : T .
F
X-
.
F  Rþ; indeed, vanishes on TF ; but not on T .FX ; therefore it induces an
isomorphism of N
.
F onto
.
F  Rþ:
2.3. Decoupages
The deﬁnition of a manifold with embedded corners that we shall actually use is
slightly different (but obviously equivalent). First, let us recall a few facts about
transversality.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let X1;y; Xn; Y be a family of smooth manifolds, and for each i let
ji : Xi-Y be a smooth map. If ðxiÞ1pipnA
Q
1pipn Xi is a family such that j1ðx1Þ ¼
? ¼ jnðxnÞ; one says that ðjiÞ1pipn is transverse at ðxiÞ1pipn if the orthogonals
(in Tny Y ) of the spaces djiðTxi XiÞ are in direct sum.
One says that the morphisms ji are transverse if they are so for every
ðxiÞ1pipnA
Q
1pipn Xi such that (yAY ; 8i;jiðxiÞ ¼ y:
Under this condition, the ﬁbered product of the Xi over Y is a smooth
submanifold of
Q
1pipn Xi:
Furthermore, a family of submanifolds will be called transverse if the inclusions of
these submanifolds are transverse; a smooth map is said to be transverse to a
submanifold if it is transverse to the inclusion of this submanifold.
The following lemma is elementary and will be useful in the sequel:
Lemma 2.1. Let ji : Xi-Y and ci : Zi-Xi be smooth maps, indexed by a finite
set I : Let yAY ; and let ziAZi be a family of elements such that 8iAI ;ji 3 ciðziÞ ¼ y:
Then:
1. if the ji 3 ci are transverse at ðziÞiAI ; then the ji are transverse at ðciðziÞÞiAI ;
2. the reciprocal is true if the differentials ðdciÞzi : Tzi Zi-TcðziÞXi are surjective.
2.3.1. Extension of a manifold with embedded corners
Let X be a manifold with embedded corners. From Deﬁnition 2.2, X admits an
extension in a smooth manifold X˜: Fixing some deﬁning functions ri amounts to
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deﬁning a family of submanifolds of codimension 1 that split X˜ into positive and
negative parts; denote by Vi ¼ r1i ð0Þ these submanifolds. Furthermore, the last
condition of Deﬁnition 2.2 means that for any JCI ; and at each intersection point of
the faces Vj; jAJ; the normal bundles of each TxVj are in direct sum.
Therefore, the family of submanifolds ðViÞiAI is transverse. This leads to the
following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 2.4. A decoupage is the data of a manifold M and of a ﬁnite family ðViÞiAI
of submanifolds of codimension 1 such that 8JCI ; the family of inclusions of the
Vj ; jAJ is transverse.
From now on we shall denote by VJ ¼
T
iAJ Vi; for JCI : If each submanifold Vi is
transversally oriented, one says that the decoupage is oriented. If moreover each Vi
splits M into two parts Mþi and M

i ; one calls the positive part of M the intersection
of the Mþi :
It is thus clear that Deﬁnition 2.2 is equivalent to the following:
Deﬁnition 2.5. A manifold with embedded corners X is the positive part of an
oriented decoupage ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ; where each submanifold Vi splits M into two
parts. The faces are the restrictions of the intersections of the submanifolds. One
says that X is the positive part of this decoupage, and that ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ is an
extension of X :
2.3.2. Morphisms of decoupages
Let ðM 0; ðV 0i ÞiAI Þ be a decoupage, M be a smooth manifold, and f : M-M 0 be a
smooth map. One says that f is transverse to the decoupage if f is transverse to
each V 0J :
Proposition 2.1. Under these notations, ðM; ðf 1ðV 0i ÞÞiAI Þ is a decoupage.
Proof. Deﬁne Vi ¼ f 1ðV 0i Þ: These are submanifolds of M since f is transverse to the
submanifolds V 0i : So VJ ¼ f 1ðV 0JÞ: The differential of f induces a morphism df :
NxVJ-Nf ðxÞV 0J because df ðTxVJÞCTf ðxÞV 0J : If J ¼ fig; the transversality of f with
respect to V 0i implies that this morphism is non-zero; the spaces being unidimen-
sional, it is thus an isomorphism. But for any J; one has Nf ðxÞV 0J ¼"iAJNf ðxÞV 0i
(since ðM 0; ðV 0i ÞiAIÞ is a decoupage), and NxVJ ¼
P
iAJ NxVi: As df ðNxViÞ ¼
Nf ðxÞV 0i ; the fact that the Nf ðxÞV
0
i are in direct sum implies that the NxVi are also in
direct sum. Thus ðM; ðf 1ðV 0i ÞÞiAIÞ is a decoupage. &
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ and ðM 0; ðV 0i ÞiAI 0 Þ be two decoupages. A smooth
map f : M-M 0 is a morphism of decoupages if f is transverse to ðM 0; ðV 0i ÞiAI 0 Þ; and
if 8i0AI 0; (iAI ; f 1ðV 0i Þ ¼ Vi:
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2.4. Maps between manifolds with corners
To form a category whose objects are the manifolds with corners, it can be useful
to consider only a part of the smooth maps, so that one can obtain some
functoriality properties.
From the notion of morphism of decoupages, the notion of morphism of
manifolds with embedded corners is natural:
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let X and X 0 be two manifolds with embedded corners. A continuous
map f : X-X 0 is a morphism of manifolds with embedded corners if there exist two
extensions ðM;EÞ and ðM 0;E0Þ of X and X 0; and a morphism of decoupages
f˜ : ðM;EÞ-ðM 0;E0Þ such that f˜jX ¼ f :
Example 2.2.
* The projection of a square on one of its hyperfaces, f : ½0; 1  ½0; 1-½0; 1; is a
morphism of manifolds with embedded corners.
* The inclusion f : ½0; 1-½0; 1  ½0; 1 given by f ðxÞ ¼ ðx; 1=2Þ is a morphism of
manifolds with embedded corners.
* Let X ¼ fðx; yÞA½0; 1  ½1; 1;xpypxg; and X 0 ¼ ½0; 1:
* The projection of X on the ﬁrst component is not a morphism of manifolds with
embedded corners. If one considers extensions M and M 0 of X and X 0; and f˜ such
that f˜jX ¼ f ; then f˜ 1ð0Þ is not included in one of the submanifolds of M which
extend the faces of X :
* The diagonal inclusion of X ¼ ½0; 1 in X 0 ¼ ½0; 1  ½0; 1 is not a morphism of
manifolds with embedded corners. The tangent bundle of the corner F ¼ ð0; 0Þ is
trivial, while df0ðT0X Þ is dimension 1, so Tð0;0ÞX 0aTð0;0ÞF þ df0ðT0X Þ; which
implies that f is not transverse to the corner (0,0).
* The inclusion of X ¼ ½0; 1 in X 0 ¼ ½0; 1  ½0; 1 by t/ðt; 0Þ is not a morphism of
manifolds with embedded corners. If t ¼ 1=2 for instance, df ðTtX Þ ¼ Tf ðtÞF 0; thus
f is not transverse to the face ½0; 1  f0g:
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let X and X 0 be two manifolds with corners. A continuous map
f : X-X 0 is a morphism of manifolds with corners if at any point xAX ; there exists
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a neighborhood V of x in X and a neighborhood V 0 of f ðxÞ in X 0; such that
* f ðVÞCV 0;
* V and V 0 are manifolds with embedded corners,
* fjV is a morphism of manifolds with embedded corners.
In the sequel, we shall use the following propositions:
Proposition 2.2. Let f : X-X 0 be a morphism of manifolds with corners. Then the
image of any open face of X is included in an open face of X 0:
Proof. Let F be a face of X and xA
.
F: Let F 0 be the open face of f ðxÞ: Consider two
neighborhoods V and V 0; and an extension f˜ of f as in the deﬁnition above. As f˜ is a
morphism of decoupages, the image of any open face of V is included in an open face
of V 0: Therefore f ðV- .FÞCF 0:
This implies that for any face F 0 of X 0;
.
F-f 1ðF 0Þ is open. This produces an open
partition (indexed by the faces of X 0) of
.
F which is connected, thus this partition has
only one element, i.e. f ð .FÞ is contained in an open face. &
Proposition 2.3. Let f : X-X 0 be a morphism of manifolds with corners, and xAX :
Let F be the face of x; and F 0 that of f ðxÞ: Then the differential of f induces a
surjective map
df : NxF-Nf ðxÞF 0:
Proof. As df ðTxFÞCTf ðxÞF 0; df is well deﬁned. Besides, f is transverse to F 0;
therefore df ðTxXÞ þ Tf ðxÞF 0 ¼ Tf ðxÞX 0; thus Nf ðxÞF 0Cdf ðNxFÞ: &
3. The groupoid associated to a transverse family of codimension 1 submanifolds
In this section, we will assume that the manifolds are smooth manifolds.
3.1. The puff of a codimension 1 submanifold
Let M be a manifold, and VCM a submanifold of M of codimension 1. The
normal bundle to V in M; is denoted by NV :
We call puff of V the groupoid
GðVÞ ¼ M\V  M\V, gV  V ;
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where gV  V is the bundle over V  V of the isomorphisms of NyV on NxV : These
two parts can be glued as follows:
M\V  M\V U ðxn; ynÞ-ðx; y; aÞA gV  V3 xn-x; yn-y;pxðxn  xÞ ¼ aðpyðyn  yÞÞ;
þoðpyðyn  yÞÞ;
8><>:
where px is the projection of TxM on NxV :
The groupoid structure on M\V  M\V is that of the product groupoid, and ongV  V the maps source and range, and the composition are deﬁned as follows:
rðx; y; aÞ ¼ x;
sðx; y; aÞ ¼ y;
ðx; y; aÞ3ðy; z; a0Þ ¼ ðx; z; aa0Þ:
8><>:
The structure of smooth manifold is given by the following charts. On M\V  M\V
the structure is induced by that of M:
Let O1;O2 be open subsets of M meeting V ; and fi : Oi-R be a deﬁning function
of V-Oi (i.e. f 1i ð0Þ ¼ V-Oi; and dfa0 on V-Oi). As dfi deﬁnes a non-zero
section dfi of NV-Oi V ; fi deﬁnes a trivialization of this bundle.
Let C : O1  O2  Rn-R be the function deﬁned by Cðx; y; lÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ  lf2ðyÞ:
This function is smooth, and regular. The derivative of Cðx; y; lÞ with respect to l;
indeed, is f2ðyÞ which vanishes only on V ; and if yAV the derivative with respect to y
(resp. x) is non-zero for f2 (resp. f1) is a deﬁning function; thus dC never vanishes.
Since then, Wf1;f2 ¼ C1ð0Þ ¼ fðx; y; lÞAO1  O2  Rn; f1ðxÞ ¼ lf2ðyÞg is a sub-
manifold of O1  O2  Rn: One can deﬁne a chart of GðVÞ by iO1;O2 :
GðVÞO2O1-Wj1;j2 with
iO1;O2ðgÞ ¼
rðgÞ; sðgÞ; f1ðrðgÞÞ
f2ðsðgÞÞ
 
if gAO1  O2;
ðrðgÞ; sðgÞ; lÞ if gA gO1  O2;
8><>:
where aðdf2Þ ¼ l df1:
It is clear that iO1;O2 is a homeomorphism.
Finally, iO1;O23iO01;O012 is the identity on ðO1-O1Þ  ðO2-O2Þ:
Endowed with this differentiable structure, GðVÞ is a Lie groupoid.
Moreover, the groupoid structure is given by r"sðx; y; t; aÞ ¼ ðx; y; t; atÞ; so
that dðr"sÞðx; y; t; aÞðx; Z; t; iÞ ¼ ðx; Z; t; atþ tiÞ and at t ¼ 0 (i.e. on V2),
dðr"sÞðx; y; 0; aÞðx; Z; t; iÞ ¼ ðx; Z; t; atÞ: Thus 8gA gV  V ; dðr"sÞðTgGðVÞ is the
hyperplan of Tr"sðgÞGð0Þ
2
deﬁned by the equation p1ðxÞ ¼ aðp2ðxÞÞ; where p2 is
the projection of the second coordinate of x on NsðgÞðVÞ; and p1 is the projection of
the ﬁrst coordinate of x on NrðgÞðVÞ:
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The groupoid GðVÞ is not necessarily s-connected, for instance, if V is not
connected. We assume in the sequel that V is connected.
Two situations must be pointed out:
1. If V is transversally oriented: In this case, the normal bundle can be trivialized,
and gV  VCV  V  Rn:
Moreover, the normal bundle can be decomposed in positive and negative parts.
The s-connected component of GðVÞ; GcðVÞ; thus restricts the bundle gV  V to the
isomorphisms which preserve each subbundle.
2. If moreover V splits M into two parts: In this context, the s-connected
component of GðVÞ is composed of Mþ  Mþ,M  M; glued with the bundle
of isomorphisms of gV  V which preserve each subbundle. We will denote by GðVþÞ
this groupoid.
Using a trivialization of NðVÞ;GðVþÞ is the union of Mþ\V  Mþ\V,M\V 
M\V and of V  V  Rnþ:
Remark that in this case there exists a global deﬁning function of V ; denoted by r:
Since then,
GðVÞCfðx; y; lÞAM  M  Rn; rðxÞ ¼ lrðyÞg;
GðVþÞCfðx; y; lÞAM  M  Rnþ; rðxÞ ¼ lrðyÞg:
3.2. Puff of a decoupage
If one considers a transverse family of codimension 1 submanifolds of M
(a decoupage), one can make a similar construction.
A consequence of Deﬁnition 2.4, indeed, is the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Let ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ be a decoupage. Then the differentiable morphisms
r"s : GðViÞ-M2 are transverse.
Proof. Denote by j0i ¼ r"s : GðViÞ-M2:
Let g ¼ ðgiÞiAI be an element of the ﬁbered product of the GðViÞ: Then, there exists
JCI such that
ðgiÞiAIA
Y
iAJ
gVi  Vi Y
ieJ
ðM\ViÞ2:
As gVi  ViCGðViÞ; and ðM\ViÞ2CGðViÞ; it is enough to show that the morphisms
ji : gVi  Vi-M2; iAJ; which are canonical projections, and ji : ðM\ViÞ2-M2;
ieJ; which are the inclusions (Lemma 2.1(1)), are transverse. The normal bundles of
the latter morphisms being trivial, it sufﬁces to consider that iAJ:
But the canonical projection factorizes through the submersions ci :gVi  Vi-Vi  Vi : if ii is the inclusion of V 2i in M2; then ji ¼ ii3ci:
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The transversality of the submanifolds Vi implies that of the morphisms ii;
and Lemma 2.1(2) shows that the morphisms ji; iAJ; and consequently j
0
i; are
transverse. &
The proposition above implies immediately that the ﬁbered product of the GðViÞ
over M2 is a smooth manifold.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let E ¼ ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ be a decoupage. The puff of E in M2; denoted
by GðEÞ; is the ﬁbered product of the morphisms r"s : GðViÞ-M2:
This is a subgroupoid and a submanifold of
Q
iAI GðViÞ; thus it is a Lie groupoid.
In the case when each submanifold Vi splits M in two parts (this is for instance the
case for an extension of a manifold with embedded corners), if one considers for each
Vi a deﬁning function ri; one has GðViÞ ¼ fðx; y; liÞAM  M  Rn; riðxÞ ¼ liriðyÞg:
Consequently, we obtain an alternative description of GðEÞ:
GðEÞ ¼ fðx; y; ðliÞiAIÞAM  M  ðRnÞI ; 8iAI ; riðxÞ ¼ liriðyÞg:
Denote by
.
FJ ¼
\
iAJ
Vi
 !
-
\
ieJ
M\Vi
 !
:
As a set, GðEÞ is the union of the bundles g.FJ  .FJ of (afﬁne) isomorphisms of
Ny
.
FJ in Nx
.
FJ such that the matrices through a trivialization of N
.
FJ are diagonal.
It is clear that each submanifold VJ is invariant in GðEÞ; i.e. each element of GðEÞ
whose source is in VJ has its range in VJ :
3.3. Puff in a transverse groupoid
We generalize this construction to deﬁne the puff of a decoupage in a groupoid
which is transverse to it.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let ðM; ðViÞiAIÞ be a decoupage, and G be a Lie groupoid such that
Gð0Þ ¼ M: One says that G is transverse to this decoupage if for any JCI ; the
smooth morphism r"s : G-M2 and the inclusion V 2J in M
2; are transverse.
The following easy proposition gives equivalent conditions to this deﬁnition:
Proposition 3.2. Let ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ be a decoupage, and G be a Lie groupoid such that
Gð0Þ ¼ M: Then the following assertions are equivalent:
1. G is transverse to E ¼ ðViÞiAI ;
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2. for any xAM; and for any JCI ; the smooth morphism s : Gx-M and the
inclusion of VJ in M are transverse;
3. the morphisms r"s : G-M2 and r"s : GðEÞ-M2 are transverse.
This allows to puff a decoupage in G:
Deﬁnition 3.3. The puff of a decoupage E in a Lie groupoid G transverse to E; is the
following ﬁbered product, denoted by /G : ES:
One has the immediate proposition, due to the associativity of the ﬁbered product:
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a Lie groupoid transverse to a decoupage E ¼
ðM; ðV1;y; VnÞÞ: Then
/G : ES ¼ /y//G : V1S : V2SyS:
In particular,
GðEÞ ¼ /y//M  M : V1S : V2SyS:
One can thus obtain GðEÞ by successively pufﬁng the submanifolds Vi starting
from M  M:
Corollary 3.1. For any permutation s;
/y//G : V1S : V2SyS ¼ /y//G : Vs1S : Vs2SyS:
The order of the puffs is thus of no importance.
Remark 3.1. If each submanifold Vi admits a deﬁning function, one has an
equivalent deﬁnition of /G : ES:
/G : ES ¼ fðg; ðliÞiAI ÞAG  ðRnÞI ; 8iAI ; riðrðgÞÞ ¼ liriðsðgÞÞg:
Remark that this construction allows to get a longitudinally smooth Lie groupoid
from a groupoid transverse to a transverse family of codimension 1 submanifolds;
this is especially interesting in the context of manifolds with embedded corners,
which comes from the case when each submanifold splits the manifold in
two parts.
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3.4. Fonctoriality of the puff
Proposition 3.4. Let G and G0 be two Lie groupoids such that Gð0Þ and G0ð0Þ are
endowed with decoupages E and E0 such that G (resp. G0) is transverse to ðGð0Þ;EÞ
(resp. ðG0ð0Þ;E0Þ), and let f : G-G0 be a morphism of Lie groupoids, such that the
induced application on the space of units, f ð0Þ : Gð0Þ-G0ð0Þ; is a morphism of
decoupages with respect to E and E0:
Then there exists a morphism of Lie groupoids f˜ : /G : ES-/G0 : E0S such that
the map induced at the level of units coincides with f :
Proof. Denote by M ¼ Gð0Þ; M 0 ¼ G0ð0Þ; and E0 ¼ f 1ðE0Þ:
If V 0AE0 and V ¼ f 1ðV 0Þ; then GðVÞ is the ﬁbered product of GðV 0Þ and
of M2 over M 02: indeed, f is transverse to V 0; so that df is an isomorphism between
NV and NV 0: Thus every isomorphism of NyV 0 on NxV 0 induces an isomorphism of
Nf 1ðyÞV on Nf 1ðxÞV : Consequently, GðE0) is the ﬁbered product of GðE0Þ and M2
over M 02:
By deﬁnition, E0CE; thus the groupoid GðEÞ is the ﬁbered product of GðE0Þ and
of GðE\E0Þ; so that there exists a Lie groupoid morphism from GðEÞ to GðE0Þ: The
composition of this morphism with that from GðE0Þ to GðE0Þ gives a morphism from
GðEÞ to GðE0Þ: Besides, the following commutative diagram induces a morphism
/G : ES-/G0 : E0S: &
Remark 3.2. This morphism induces another one at the level of the s-connected
components.
3.5. Amenability of GðEÞ
Proposition 3.5. Let ðM;EÞ be a decoupage, and G be an amenable Lie groupoid,
transverse to E: Then the groupoid /G : ES is amenable.
Proof. Recall (see [1,25]) that if G is a groupoid, and U is an open subset of G; then
G is amenable if and only if GU and GX \U are amenable.
Also, a groupoid such that r"s : G-Gð0Þ is surjective and open is amenable if and
only if its isotropy subgroups are amenable.
Since then, if V is a codimension 1 submanifold of M; GðVÞ is amenable. Indeed,
GðVÞM\V ¼ ðM\VÞ is amenable, and GðVÞV is amenable because it is a transitive Lie
groupoid (thus r"s is surjective and open) whose ﬁbers are isomorphic to Rn; which
implies they are amenable.
This shows that /G : ES is amenable since it is a ﬁbered product of amenable
groupoids. &
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4. Pseudodifferential calculus on manifolds with embedded corners
In [15], Melrose deﬁnes a pseudodifferential calculus on a manifold with
boundary, that he extended to the case of manifolds with embedded corners [17].
In this section, we associate a longitudinally smooth, differentiable groupoid
to a manifold with embedded corners and we show that the pseudodifferential
calculus of Melrose coincides with the pseudodifferential calculus on this
groupoid.
4.1. The groupoid associated to a manifold with embedded corners
Let X be a compact manifold with embedded corners. The groupoid X  X is not
longitudinally smooth: for any xAX ; ðX  XÞx ¼ X is not smooth. Thus to deﬁne a
pseudodifferential calculus for this manifold with embedded corners, it is necessary
to desingularize it, which is achieved through the process of pufﬁng described above;
this construction is close to the blow-up used by Melrose.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners, and ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ be an
extension of X where each Vi splits M into two parts. The groupoid of X is the
restriction to X of the s-connected component of the puff of the decoupage
E ¼ ðViÞiAI :
GðXÞ ¼ ðGcðEÞÞXX :
Remark that the positive part of the decoupage is invariant in GcðEÞ; and that this
groupoid is independent of the decoupage: actually, GðX Þ ¼ SFAF gF  F wheregF  F is the bundle over F  F of isomorphisms from NyF on NxF : Therefore, it
only depends on the positive part. Using the decoupage is just a way to embed GðXÞ
in the smooth groupoid GcðEÞ:
The differential structure of GðXÞ is described in the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners, endowed with a
family of defining functions of the hyperfaces ðriÞiAI : Then GðXÞ is the s-connected
component of
fðx; y; ðliÞiAIÞAX  X  ðRnþÞI ; 8iAI ; riðxÞ ¼ liriðyÞg:
Moreover, for each open face
.
F; there is a trivialization
GðXÞ .
F
¼ .F  .F  ðRnþÞcodimðFÞ:
Each fiber GðXÞx; with xA .F; trivializes as .F  ðRnþÞcodimðFÞ; thus GðXÞ is longitudinally
smooth.
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Proof. GðXÞ is the restriction of GcðEþÞ to an invariant part: the result follows
immediately from analogous results obtained for GðEÞ in Section 3.3. &
Corollary 4.1. Let F be a face of X of codimension k: Then GðXÞF ¼ GðFÞ  ðRnþÞk
with respect to a family of defining functions of the hyperfaces.
Proof. If ðriÞiAI is a family of deﬁning functions of the hyperfaces of X ; then GðXÞF
is the s-connected component of
fðx; y; ðliÞiAIÞAF  F  ðRnþÞI ; 8iAI ; riðxÞ ¼ liriðyÞg:
If I 0CI is the set of indices of the hyperfaces meeting F ; then GðXÞF is the
s-connected component of
fðx; y; ðliÞiAI 0 ÞAF  F  ðRnþÞI
0
; 8iAI 0; riðxÞ ¼ liriðyÞg  ðRnþÞI\I
0
which gives the result. &
Proposition 4.2. The groupoid of a manifold with embedded corners is amenable.
Proof. Proposition 3.5 ensures that GðEÞ is amenable, therefore its s-connected
component is also amenable. The restriction to a closed, invariant part of X is then
also amenable. &
4.2. Fonctoriality of GðX Þ
4.2.1. The functor G
Proposition 4.3. Let f : X-X 0 be a morphism of manifolds with embedded corners.
Then there exists a morphism of Lie groupoids Gðf Þ : GðX Þ-GðX 0Þ of which the map
induced at the level of units is f :
Proof. By deﬁnition of a morphism of manifolds with embedded corners, there exist
extensions E and E0 of X and X 0; and a morphism of decoupages f˜ : E-E0 whose
restriction to X is f : Consequently, there exists a morphism of groupoids Gcðf˜Þ :
GcðEÞ-GcðE0Þ whose restriction to units is f˜ . As f˜ðX ÞCX 0; the restriction of Gcðf˜Þ
to GðXÞ is a morphism of groupoids Gðf Þ : GðXÞ-GðX 0Þ of which the map induced
at the level of units is f : &
4.2.2. Product of manifolds with embedded corners
Proposition 4.4. If X and X 0 are manifolds with embedded corners, then
GðX  X 0Þ ¼ GðXÞ  GðX 0Þ:
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Proof. Let ðM; ðViÞiAI Þ and ðM 0; ðV 0j ÞjAJÞ be extensions of X and X 0: Denote by
Vi ¼ Vi  M 0; V 0j ¼ M  V 0j : Then obviously ðM  M 0; ðViÞiAI,ðV 0j ÞjAJÞ is an exten-
sion of X  X 0:
Moreover, GðViÞ ¼ GðViÞ  M 02; GðV 0i Þ ¼ M2 GðV 0i Þ:
The ﬁbered product of the GðViÞ is thus the cartesian product of the GðViÞ by M 02
(this is therefore GððViÞiAIÞ  M 02Þ; and the ﬁbered product of the GðV 0j Þ is the
cartesian product of M2 by the ﬁbered product of the GðV 0j Þ (this is thus M2 
GððV 0j ÞjAJÞÞ: Consequently, their ﬁbered product over ðM  M 0Þ2 is the cartesian
product GððViÞiAI Þ GððV 0j ÞjAJÞ: This implies that GðX  X 0Þ ¼ GðXÞ  GðX 0Þ;
because the s-connected component of the product of two groupoids is the product
of their s-connected components (it is an open subgroupoid containing the units),
and the restriction of the product to X  X 0 is the product of the restrictions to X
and to X 0: &
4.3. Pseudodifferential calculus on manifolds with embedded corners
4.3.1. The calculus with compact support on manifolds with embedded corners
The groupoid GðXÞ of a manifold with embedded corners is longitudinally
smooth, according to Proposition 4.1. This allows to deﬁne the pseudodifferential
calculus with compact support:
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners. We shall call
pseudodifferential calculus (with compact support) on X the pseudodifferential
calculus (with compact support) on the longitudinally smooth, Lie groupoid GðX Þ:
Remark 4.1 (Pseudodifferential calculus on Lie groupoids with corners). One can
easily generalize this method to groupoids such that:
1. G and Gð0Þ are manifolds with embedded corners;
2. there exists a Lie groupoid (without corners) G0 containing G such that G0ð0Þ can
be endowed with a decoupage, G0 is transverse to this decoupage, and G0G
ð0Þ
Gð0Þ ¼ G:
We shall call Lie groupoid with corners such a groupoid.
In this context, it is possible to deﬁne a pseudodifferential calculus by taking the
puff in G0 of the decoupage deﬁned on G0ð0Þ; then by restricting to Gð0Þ; this groupoid
is longitudinally smooth.
4.3.2. Extended calculus on manifolds with embedded corners
In order to consider, in addition to the pseudodifferential operators with compact
support, some regularizing operators ‘‘with rapid decay’’ as in Section 2, we need to
deﬁne a length function c : GðXÞ-Rþ:
Consider an extension of X in a decoupage ðM;EÞ: Then each GðVÞ is
diffeomorphic to a closed submanifold of M  M  Rn; and consequently their
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ﬁbered product over M  M is diffeomorphic to a closed submanifold of M  M 
ðRnÞN ; where N is the number of hyperfaces of X : The restriction to the positive part
is thus diffeomorphic (through a diffeomorphism i) to a closed submanifold of
X  X  ðRnþÞN :
Then one can deﬁne the function cðgÞ ¼ jjlogðp3iðgÞÞjj where p is the projection
p : X  X  ðRnþÞN-ðRnþÞN :
Lemma 4.1. The map c is independent of the choice of the defining functions of the
hyperfaces, up to a bounded function.
Moreover, the Haar system does not depend on c; up to a multiplicative constant.
Proof. Denote by r0i the new deﬁning functions of the hyperfaces. Then, there exist
smooth functions fi such that r0i ¼ firi; with fi40: Thus if riðxÞ ¼ 0; dr0iðxÞ ¼
fiðxÞdriðxÞ; and any isomorphism of NyVi on NxVi which associates dr0iðxÞ to dr0iðyÞ
is equal to fiðxÞ=fiðyÞ times the isomorphism which associates driðxÞ to driðyÞ:
Finally,
c0iðgÞ ¼ logðfiðrðgÞÞ=fiðsðgÞÞÞ þ ciðgÞ:
But fi is continuous and never vanishes, and it is deﬁned on a compact thus the
difference c0i  ci is bounded.
Besides, to prove the second assertion, it is enough to observe that dmx ¼
dm=ðQ riÞ where m is a Lebesgue measure on X : &
Lemma 4.2. c is a length function with polynomial growth.
Proof. logðp3iÞ is a morphism of groupoids, thus c is subadditive.
The projection p : X  X  ðRnþÞk-ðRnþÞk is proper since X is compact. Besides,
iðGðXÞÞ is closed in X  X  ðRnþÞk thus c ¼ logðp3iÞ is proper.
Let xAX ; and V be a neighborhood of x embedded in ½0; 1m  Tn; where Tn is the
n-torus. Thus GðVÞ is embedded in Gð½0; 1m  TnÞ ¼ ½0; 1m  Rm  Tn  Tn; and
jðgÞ is the norm of the component with respect to Rm of the image of g by this
embedding. If x0AV ; then mx0 ðj1ð½0; rÞ is bounded up to a multiplicative constant
independent of x; by the volume of a ball of radius r in Rm; thus by rm: Therefore, if
rX1; then mx0 ðj1ð½0; rÞpc1rN ; else mx0 ðj1ð½0; rÞpsupxAX mxðj1ð½0; 1Þ ¼ c2: Let
c ¼ maxðc1; c2Þ: one gets mx0 ðj1ð½0; rÞpcðrN þ 1Þ: As X is compact, it can be
covered by a ﬁnite number of neighborhoods like V ; which give an inequality on X :
Hence j has polynomial growth. &
The Schwartz space of GðX Þ with respect to c does not depend on the choice of
the deﬁning functions of the hyperfaces. This allows to deﬁne canonically a
pseudodifferential calculus:
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Deﬁnition 4.3. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners. The pseudodifferential
calculus on X is the extended pseudodifferential calculus on the groupoid GðX Þ; with
respect to c:
4.4. Identification with the b-calculus
In this section we show that the pseudodifferential calculus on GðXÞ identiﬁes with
the b-calculus of Melrose.
4.4.1. The b-calculus
We recall brieﬂy the main facts about the b-calculus (see for instance [15]).
For notation reasons, we assume that the boundary is connected.
The b-stretched product: The classical pseudodifferential calculus can be deﬁned in
terms of Schwartz kernels, since the pseudodifferential operators can be considered
as distributional sections on X 2 with values in the bundle of half-densities, which are
smooth outside the diagonal of X 2 (see [11]). In the b-calculus, the space X 2 is
replaced by the b-stretched product, X 2b which is deﬁned as the union of X
2\ð@XÞ2
and of the inward-pointing spherical normal bundle of ð@X Þ2; i.e. the quotient of the
normal bundle of ð@X Þ2 (without the zero section) by the diagonal action of Rnþ it is
denoted by SþN:
Let r be a deﬁning function of @X : The bundle SþN then identiﬁes to the vectors v
which are normal to @X 2 and such that dr1ðvÞ and dr2ðvÞ are positive and dr1ðvÞ þ
dr2ðvÞ ¼ 1: One gets a diffeomorphism m between SþN and @X 2  ½1; 1 by
identifying each of these vectors v (normal at p to dx2) to ðp1ðpÞ; p2ðpÞ; dr1ðvÞ 
dr2ðvÞÞ:
Thanks to an embedding of X 2\ð@X Þ2 in X 2  ½1; 1 by
ðx; yÞ/ x; y; rðxÞ  rðyÞ
rðxÞ þ rðyÞ
 
;
it appears that X 2b is a submanifold of X
2  ½1; 1:
Lemma 4.3. Let z : X  X  R-R be the function defined by zðx; y; tÞ ¼ ð1
tÞrðxÞ  ð1þ tÞrðyÞ: Then z is regular, and X 2b ¼ z1ð0Þ:
Proof. If @z=@t ¼ rðxÞ  rðyÞ ¼ 0; then x and y are on the boundary, but the
derivatives of z with respect to x and y cannot vanish simultaneously on the
boundary. Thus z is regular, and z1ð0Þ is a closed submanifold of X  X  ½1; 1
which coincides with X 2b : &
Deﬁne tðx; yÞ ¼ rðxÞrðyÞrðxÞþrðyÞ; this function, deﬁned on X 2\@X 2; has a smooth extension
to X 2b : Denote by bb : X
2
b-X
2 the canonical projection.
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The b-stretched product has several boundary components, like
lb ¼ clðb1b ð@X 
.
XÞÞ ¼ t1ð1Þ; rb ¼ clðb1b ð
.
X  @X ÞÞ ¼ t1ð1Þ
(cl denotes the closure).
Pseudodifferential calculus on a manifold with embedded corners: Finally, the b-
pseudodifferential operators on a manifold with boundary X are deﬁned by their
Schwartz kernels, as conormal distributional sections on the b-stretched product,
which vanish, as well as all their derivatives, on lb,rb:
Comparison with GðXÞ
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a manifold with boundary, and GðX Þ be the groupoid associated
to X : Then GðX Þ is an open submanifold of X 2b ; and
X 2b \GðXÞ ¼ lb,rb:
Proof. The map
X  X  Rþ
*
*GðXÞ U ðx; y; lÞ/ x; y; 1 l
1þ l
 
AX 2bCX  X  ½1; 1
is an embedding of GðX Þ in X 2b ; whose image is X 2b-X 2  1; 1½: Thus its
complementary is lb,rb: One can also identify GðX Þ to t1ð  1; 1½Þ: &
Remark 4.2. The b-stretched product is actually the blow-up, of @X 2 in X 2: GðX Þ is
an open submanifold of X 2b ; so we chose the term ‘‘puff’’ of the submanifolds in
order to make the distinction between these two notions.
4.4.2. The b-stretched product of a manifold with embedded corners
In [15], Melrose deﬁnes the b-stretched product only for manifolds with boundary.
The deﬁnition above can be directly adapted to the case of manifolds with embedded
corners.
Let X be a manifold with embedded corners of maximal codimension k; and let
ðM;EÞ be an extension of X :
The b-stretched product of V is M2V ¼ GðVÞ,ðM  VÞ,ðV  MÞ; the manifold
structure is given by z : M  M  R-R where zðx; y; tÞ ¼ ð1 tÞrðxÞ  ð1þ tÞrðyÞ
(r being a deﬁning function of V ). There is a smooth map bV from M
2
V to M
2:
Thus GðVÞ is a submanifold of X 2V ; and the restriction of bV to GðVÞ is precisely
r"s: Therefore Lemma 2.1 indicates that the family ðbV ÞVAE is transverse. Let P be
the ﬁbered product of the M2V ; one gets a map b : P-M
2:
Deﬁnition 4.4. Following the notations above, the b-stretched product of X is the
ﬁbered product of the M2V over X
2: It is denoted by X 2b :
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One can also consider the ﬁbered product of the bV ; denoted by b : X
2
b-X
2:
The deﬁnition above is canonical. Nevertheless if one chooses a family of the
deﬁning functions of the hyperfaces, denoted by rV ; there is a simpler (non-
canonical) deﬁnition. Let z : X  X  ½1; 1k-ðRnþÞk be deﬁned by
zðx; y; t1;y; tkÞ ¼ ðð1 t1Þr1ðxÞ  ð1þ t1Þr1ðyÞ
;y; ð1 tkÞrkðxÞ  ð1þ tkÞrkðyÞÞ:
As before, this map is regular, thus z1ð0Þ is a submanifold of X  X  ½1; 1k:
Proposition 4.5. The b-stretched product of X is diffeomorphic to the manifold
fðx; y; tÞAX  X  ½1; 1k; 81pipkð1 tiÞriðxÞ ¼ ð1þ tiÞriðyÞg:
Proof. For each submanifold VAE; deﬁne zV : M
þ
V  MþV  ½1; 1-Rnþ by
zV ðx; y; tV Þ ¼ ð1 tV ÞrV ðxÞ  ð1þ tV ÞrV ðyÞ:
Since then, z is the map induced by the zV at the level of the ﬁbered product over
M2 of the MþV  MþV  ½1; 1: Therefore, z1ð0Þ is the ﬁbered product over M2 of
the z1V ð0ÞCX 2V : hence it is diffeomorphic to X 2b : &
4.4.3. b-Calculus and pseudodifferential calculus on GðXÞ
According to Lemma 4.4, since lb,rb is disjoint from a neighborhood of Db; the
pseudodifferential calculus with compact support on GðXÞ coincides with the
pseudodifferential distributional sections on X 2b ; which vanish on a neighborhood of
lb,rb: One recovers the deﬁnition of the b-calculus:
Theorem 4.1. The pseudodifferential calculus on GðXÞ coincides with the small b-
calculus (with compact support) of Melrose.
In order to understand fully the small b-calculus of Melrose, it remains to
understand the nature of the regularizing operators, i.e. the smooth function on X 2b
which vanishes in Taylor series on lb,rb:
Let f be a smooth function on a compact neighborhood of a point of lb,rb
adapted to r; and g its restriction to GðX Þ: If f vanishes with all its derivatives on
lb,rb; the Taylor formula implies that g has rapid decay with respect to the powers
of tðx; yÞ71; which is equivalent to p3iðgÞ71: These are thus a fortiori functions with
rapid decay with respect to c:
This means that fAS0: But the small b-calculus is an algebra, so that if P is
a pseudodifferential operator (with compact support) on GðXÞ (therefore a
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pseudodifferential b-operator), then Pf is a regularizing operator of the b-calculus,
and PfAS0: Hence fAS: Thus the regularizing operators of the b-calculus live in
SðGðX ÞÞ: More precisely, they are smooth functions with rapid decay with respect
to p3iðgÞ; as well as their derivatives.
Remark 4.3. The groupoid GðXÞ; in the case of a manifold with boundary, has been
deﬁned independently by Pierrot and the author in [20], and by Nistor et al. [22].
5. Structure of the Cn-algebra of pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with
embedded corners
With the framework introduced in the previous sections, the study of the structure
of the pseudodifferential algebra can be achieved using general properties of
groupoid Cn-algebras. The results of [13] thus can be proved easily. A dictionary
between the notations of [13] and ours can be established; we will prove in the sequel
of this section the validity of these correspondences (Table 1).
5.1. The indicial algebra
Let X be a manifold with embedded corners. Unlike in the case of smooth
manifolds, the regularizing operators of the pseudodifferential algebra on a manifold
with embedded corners are not necessarily compact. The obstructions to compacity
are described through a family of indicial algebras Cnb;I ðNþFÞ; and of indicial
operators InF ;M : C0bðMÞ-C0b;IðNþFÞ (see [13,15]).
If F is a face of X ; a trivialization NFCF  Rkþ induces a compactiﬁcation
NþFCF  ½1; 1k through the map
Rþ U s-
s  1
s þ 1A½1; 1:
This deﬁnes an action of ðRnþÞk on NþF :
Table 1
‘‘Dictionary’’ Melrose–Nistor notations2 groupoid notations
CnbðXÞ CnðGðXÞÞ
Cnb;I ðNþFÞ CnðGðXÞFF Þ
InF ;X Restriction morphism CnðGðXÞÞ-CnðGðXÞFF Þ
AX C0ðGðXÞÞ
AF ;X C0ðGðXÞFF Þ
A
ð1Þ
F ;X C
n GðXÞFF
 
kF
Cn GðXÞ
.
F
.
F
 
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Deﬁnition 5.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners, and F be a face of X :
The indicial algebra of F is the algebra of b-pseudodifferential operators of order 0
on NþF which are invariant under the action of ðRnþÞk:
Proposition 5.1. The indicial algebra of F identifies with the algebra of pseudodiffer-
ential operators on GðXÞFF : The indicial operator is the operator of restriction
to GðX ÞFF :
Proof. The b-pseudodifferential operators on NþF identify to the pseudodifferential
distributional sections with compact support on the groupoid GðFÞ  ð½N;N 
RÞk: The invariance by Rk means (see [13]) that the symbols aðg; x; tÞ where
gAGðFÞ; xARk; tARk do not depend on x: Besides, the indicial operator is deﬁned
by Melrose as the restriction of the kernels to b1ðF 2Þ: It is thus the restriction
induced by the inclusion GðXÞFFCGðXÞ: &
5.2. The Cn-algebra AX
In order to study the structure ofAX ; we need to introduce two general results on
groupoid Cn-algebras.
5.2.1. Composition series of groupoid Cn-algebras
Let G be a locally compact groupoid. If
F1CF2C?CFnCGð0Þ;
and each Fi is closed and invariant, one can deﬁne
Ik ¼ CnðGGð0Þ\FkÞ
which is an ideal of CnðGÞ: This gives a composition series
CnðGÞ*I1*?*In;
and if, in addition, G is amenable, one has
Ik=Ikþ1CCnðGFkþ1\FkÞ:
5.2.2. Decomposition of C0ðGÞ
Let G be an amenable Lie groupoid, and FCGð0Þ be closed and invariant.
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The following diagram is commutative:
where s is the symbol map, see [20].
This implies the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. CnðGGð0Þ\F Þ ¼ kers-ker InF ¼ kerðs"InF Þ:
Moreover, the image of s"InF is the fibered product P of C0ðGF Þ and of
CnðSnGð0ÞÞ over CnðSnGð0ÞjF Þ:
5.2.3. Application to AX
The norm closure ofC0ðGðXÞÞ in the multiplier algebra of CnðGðX ÞÞ is denoted by
C0ðGðX ÞÞ; or by AX following the notations of [13]. Recall that the following
sequence is exact:
0-CnðGðX ÞÞ-AX-s C0ðSnXÞ-0; ð1Þ
where s is the symbol map.
For any closed face F of X ; the (indicial) Cn-algebra AF ;X is, according to
Proposition 5.1, the closure of C0ðGðXÞFF Þ: There exists also a symbol map, sF :
AF-C0ðSnXjF Þ; and indicial operators InF 0;F : AF-AF 0 for each hyperface F 0 de
F : Following [13], one can deﬁne a total symbol map
stotF : "
F 0AHFðFÞ
InF 0;F"sF- "
F 0AHFðFÞ
AF 0"C0ðSnXjF Þ:
Denote by kF the kernel of this morphism. Melrose and Nistor showed that
AX admits a composition series, and that kF is isomorphic to C0ðRk;KF Þ;
where KF is the algebra of compact operators on L
2ðFÞ: We give a new proof of
this result.
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Theorem 5.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners of dimension n; and F be a
closed face of X : Then the algebra AF decomposes through an inclusive sequence of
ideals:
AF*I0*I1*?*Ij;
where j is the dimension of F ; I0 ¼ ker sF ¼Að1ÞF ; and Il is the closure of the ideal
of b-pseudodifferential operators of strictly negative order whose indicial parts vanish
on every face F 0CF of dimension strictly smaller than l:
The subquotients are given by the natural isomorphisms sF :
AF=I0-
B CðSnMjF Þ; and
Il=Ilþ1C "
F 0CF
dim F 0¼l
C0ðRnl ;KF 0 Þ; 0plpj:
Proof. First, the kernel of sF is CnðGðXÞF Þ; according to the exact sequence 1.
Let Fk ¼
S
F 0CF
dim F 0ok
F 0: This gives an increasing sequence of closed invariant
subsets. Denote, as in Section 5.2.1, by Ik the ideal C
nðGðXÞF \FkÞCCnðGðX ÞF Þ
associated to Fk: Remark that a union of faces is not necessarily a manifold with
corners. However, the restriction of GðXÞ to such a union is still a longitudinally
smooth differentiable groupoid, on which the pseudodifferential calculus and the Cn-
algebra are deﬁned.
But by deﬁnition, Il is the intersection of the kernels of sF and of InFl ;F :
Proposition 5.2.2 applied to G ¼ GðXÞF and to the closed invariant subset Fl shows
then that Il ¼ CnðGðXÞF \Fl Þ ¼ Il :
Consequently, there is an inclusive sequence of ideals whose quotients are
Il=Ilþ1 ¼ Cn T
F 0CF
dim F 0¼l
GðX ÞF 0
0@ 1AC "
F 0CF
dim F 0¼l
CnðF 0
2
 RnlÞ
C "
F 0CF
dim F 0¼l
C0ðRnl ;KF 0 Þ: &
Corollary 5.1. The kernel of the morphism stotF is kF ¼ IjCC0ðRnj;K .FÞ: Moreover,
its image B is the following fibered product:
B - C0
S
F 0AHFðFÞ GðXÞF 0
 
k k
C0ðSnMjF Þ - "F 0AHFðFÞC0ðSnMjF 0 Þ
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion was actually proven in the proof above: kF ¼
IjCC0ðRnj;K .FÞ:
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To prove the second assertion, consider the groupoid G ¼ GðXÞF and let H be the
union of hyperfaces of F : Thus according to the result of Section 5.2.2, B is the
ﬁbered product of C0ðGðXÞHÞ and C0ðSnMjF Þ: &
Remark 5.1. In the case of a manifold with boundary X ; the corollary above applied
to X indicates that AX=K is isomorphic to the ﬁbered product of C0ðSnMÞ and
of A@X :
5.3. K-theory of CnðGðXÞÞ
Let us choose a normal orientation of the faces. If F 0 is a hyperface of F ; the
orientation of NpF
0 for pAF 0 induces an orientation of NpF ; since NpF 0 ¼ NpF 
Rþ: The incidence number ½F : F 0 is þ1 if the new orientation coincides with that of
F 0; and 1 else. If F 0 is not a hyperface of F ; ½F : F 0 ¼ 0:
Let @k : Kk1ðC0ðRk1ÞÞ-KkðC0ðRkÞÞ be the boundary isomorphism induced by
the action of Rk  R in Rþ given by ðx; tÞ  y ¼ ety: We choose also a generator ek of
KkðC0ðRkÞÞCZ; such that @kðek1Þ ¼ ek:
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners, and F be a face of X of
codimension k; and F 0 be a face of codimension k  1: Then the morphism
@F ;F 0 : Kk1ðCnðGðX ÞF 0 ÞÞCZ-KkðCnðGðXÞ .FÞÞCZ
satisfies @F ;F 0 ¼ ½F : F 0@k:
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, GðXÞ .
F,F 0 ¼ Gð
.
F,F 0Þ  ðRnþÞk: Let A be the
image of the embedding of the normal of F 0 in F at a point of
.
F; then A intersects all
the ﬁbers of Gð .F,F 0Þ; thus according to [21], CnðGð .F,F 0ÞÞ is Morita-equivalent
to CnðGð .F,F 0ÞÞAACCnðGðAÞÞ:
If F 0 is a hyperface of F ; then A is diffeomorphic to Rþ; and GðAÞ ¼ Rþ  Rnþ;
thus its Cn-algebra is contractible, therefore K
*
ðCnðGðXÞ .
F,F 0 ÞÞ ¼ 0:
The following exact sequence then gives the result:
K0ðCnðGðX Þ .FÞÞ - 0- K0ðCnðGðX ÞF 0 ÞÞ
m k
K1ðCnðGðXÞF 0 ÞÞ ’ 0’ K1ðCnðGðX ÞF ÞÞ
since a change of orientation of NF 0 changes the isomorphism Ki1ðCnðGðXÞF 0 ÞÞ ¼
Ki1ðC0ðRk;KÞÞCZ in its opposite.
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If F 0 is not a hyperface of F ; then A ¼ f*g0Rnþ; and the boundary map associated
to this decomposition is zero. &
The following proposition (see [13]) then determines the boundary maps of the
composition series of AX :
Proposition 5.3. Let i ¼ n  l [2]. Then the matrix of the boundary map
@ : Ki1ðIl1=IlÞC "
F 0AFl1ðMÞ
Z- "
FAFlðMÞ
ZCKiðIl=Ilþ1Þ
is given by the matrix of incidence numbers. If n  l þ i is odd, then @ ¼ 0:
Proof. Let F be a face of dimension l; and F 0 be a face of dimension l  1: Then the
restriction of GðXÞFlþ1\Fl1 to GðXÞ .F,F 0 induces the following commutative diagram:
But Ki1ðCnðGðXÞFl \Fl1ÞÞ ¼"dim F0¼l1 Z: The component with respect to el of
@ðel1Þ is thus given by @F ;F 0 ðel1Þ; therefore it is equal to ½F : F 0; according to the
lemma above. &
6. Pseudodifferential calculus on manifolds with corners
In the previous sections, the pseudodifferential calculus was only deﬁned for
manifolds with embedded corners. The construction made an important use of the
fact that the hyperfaces are embedded. In the more general case of a manifold with
corners X ; one can nevertheless deﬁne a longitudinally smooth differentiable
groupoid GðX Þ; whose pseudodifferential calculus can be seen as the pseudodiffer-
ential associated to X : As pointed out before, for a manifold with corners, several
groupoids may be deﬁned. We shall actually deﬁne a universal groupoid GðXÞ (in the
sense that if X and X 0 have the same maximal codimension, their groupoids are
equivalent), and then consider its s-connected component which, in the case of a
manifold with embedded corners, coincides with GðXÞ:
6.1. The groupoid of a manifold with corners
6.1.1. Definition of GðXÞ
Let X be a manifold with corners of dimension n: As a hyperface may intersect
itself, we shall make the distinction between the (global) hyperfaces and the local
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hyperfaces which are deﬁned at the neighborhood of a point. We need to deﬁne a
longitudinally smooth differentiable groupoid, denoted by GðXÞ; whose space of
units is X : It will generally be non-Hausdorff.
Let xAX : The space NxFðxÞ decomposes as a product of spaces NxHi; where the
Hi cover a set of local hyperfaces containing x: Deﬁne
.
Fk ¼
S
FAFkðXÞ
.
F the set of
points of codimension k; and Fk its closure.
Let GkðX Þ be the bundle over
.
F
2
k whose ﬁber over ðx; yÞ is composed of the afﬁne
isomorphisms of NyFðyÞ on NxFðxÞ (the image of each component NyH 0j is in a
component NxHi). The matrices of these isomorphisms (with respect to local
trivializations) are monomial (they have one and only one non-zero element on each
row and each column) and all their coefﬁcients are positive. GðX Þ denotes the union
of these bundles.
This set can be endowed with a structure of differentiable groupoid. The maps
source and range are given by the projections of the bundles GkðX Þ on each factor
.
Fk: The composition is given by the composition of isomorphisms.
Let us deﬁne the differential structure of GðXÞ:
Let O and O0 be two charts of X : A (resp. A0) denotes a set of local hyperfaces
contained in O (resp. O0); A and A0 have the same cardinal. The open subsets O and
O0 are thus diffeomorphic to U  RAþ and U 0  RA
0
þ through the morphisms p and p
0:
In addition, let s : A0-A be a bijection.
Wp;p0;s denotes the open U  U 0  RA0þ  ðRnþÞA
0
; and s : Wp;p0;s-O0; r :
Wp;p0;s-O the maps given by
sðu; u0; t; lÞ ¼ p01ðu0; tÞ; rðu; u0; t; lÞ ¼ p1ðu; sðltÞÞ:
Then Wp;p0;s deﬁnes a chart of GðX Þ: there is an injection cs : Wp;p0;s-GðXÞ
given by
csðu; u0; t; lÞ ¼
r  sðu; u0; t; lÞ if tAðRnþÞA
0
;
ðrðu; u0; t; lÞ; sðu; u0; t; lÞ; as;t;lÞ if teðRnþÞA
0
;
(
where as;t;l is the isomorphism of the normal bundle deﬁned as follows. Let B0t be the
set of indices iAA0 such that ti ¼ 0: The product of the matrix associated to sjB0t and
that of the diagonal matrix composed of the li for iAB0t are an isomorphism from
ðRnþÞB
0
t on ðRnþÞsðB
0
tÞ; as;t;l is then the map which, through the trivializations induced
by p and p0 corresponds to this isomorphism.
When U and U 0 cover an atlas of X ; one obtains an atlas of GðXÞ; endowing it
with a differentiable groupoid structure.
In addition, if yAX ; and
.
F is the open face of y; the ﬁber of y is the bundle over
.
F
of afﬁne isomorphisms of Ny
.
F on Nx
.
F: Thus the choice of an element of the interior
of Ny
.
F induces an isomorphism of GðX Þy with Nx
.
FsSk; which is a smooth
manifold. Therefore GðXÞ is a longitudinally smooth differentiable groupoid.
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Remark 6.1. The manifolds with corners are examples of S˘tephan foliations, and the
groupoid GðXÞ is a concrete example of the construction of Pradines (see [24]).
6.1.2. Hausdorff-ness
Recall that if f : X-Y is an open, onto, continuous function between two
topological spaces, then Y is Hausdorff if and only if fðx; x0ÞAX 2; f ðxÞ ¼ f ðx0Þg is
closed in X 2:
With the topological structure deﬁned above, GðXÞ is not necessarily Hausdorff:
for instance, GðR2þÞ is not Hausdorff. With the notations of Section 6.1.1, let O1 ¼
cIdðR2þ  ðRnþÞ2Þ and O2 ¼ ctðR2þ  ðRnþÞ2Þ where t is the transposition of S2: If
cIdðt1; t2; l1; l2Þ ¼ ctðt01; t02; l01; l02Þ; then t1 ¼ t01; t2 ¼ t02; and l1t1 ¼ l2t2; thus t1 ¼
03t2 ¼ 0; and if, moreover, t1 ¼ t2 ¼ 0; then aId;0;l ¼ at;0;l which is impossible.
Therefore O1-O2 ¼ cIdððRnþÞ2  ðRnþÞ2Þ: But the sequence cIdð1=n; 1=n; 1; 1Þ ¼
ctð1=n; 1=n; 1; 1Þ converges in O1 and O2 but not in O1-O2; thus the map
O1-O2-O1  O2 is not closed and GðR2þÞ is not Hausdorff.
The fact that GðXÞ is not Hausdorff does not prevent one from deﬁning a Cn-
algebra and a pseudodifferential calculus, provided the ﬁbers GðX Þy are Hausdorff.
Lemma 6.1. Every fiber GðXÞy is Hausdorff.
Proof. We have seen that GðXÞyCNx
.
FsSk; which is Hausdorff. &
6.1.3. Amenability of GðXÞ
Proposition 6.1. The groupoid GðXÞ is amenable.
Proof. For every open face
.
F of X ;GðXÞ .
F
is amenable since it is transitive and the
isotropy group is the group of monomial matrices, i.e. the semidirect product of DðkÞ
(the group of diagonal matrices of MkðRÞ) and of the symmetric group Sk:
But DðkÞ is amenable as an abelian group, and Sk is amenable as a ﬁnite group,
therefore their semidirect product is amenable.
Then let F be the union of the minimal faces of X : F ¼ .F is closed and GðX ÞF is
amenable. Hence by induction on the dimension of the faces of X ;GðXÞ is
amenable. &
6.2. The reduced groupoid GðXÞ of a manifold with corners
The groupoid GðX Þ is deﬁned for any manifold with corners. However, when the
manifold with corners is actually a manifold with embedded corners, we also have as
smaller groupoid, GðXÞ: We will see the relation between those two groupoids.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let X be a manifold with corners. The reduced groupoid of X is the
s-connected component of GðXÞ:
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Proposition 6.2. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners. Then GðXÞ is the reduced
groupoid of X :
Proof. The groupoid GðXÞ is an open, s-connected subgroupoid of GðX Þ containing
X thus by unicity, GðX Þ is the reduced groupoid of X : &
From now on we shall denote by GðXÞ the reduced groupoid of a manifold with
corners X :
To understand better the structure of GðXÞ; we need to consider the holonomy of
the manifold.
Let
.
F be an open face of codimension k of a manifold with corners X : The
extremal half-lines (or generators) of the bundle (in convex cones) N
.
F form a ﬁnite
covering E .
F
on
.
F:
GalðE .
F
Þ denotes the Galois groupoid of this covering, i.e. the set of triples ðx; y; sÞ
where x; yA
.
F; and s is a bijection from the ﬁber of the covering at y to the ﬁber at x:
The s-connected component of this Lie groupoid is the holonomy groupoid HolðE .
F
Þ
of the covering E .
F
:
Besides, an afﬁne isomorphism of Ny
.
F on Nx
.
F induces a bijection on the
generators. There is thus a groupoid morphism h : GðXÞ .
F
-GalðE .
F
Þ; which induces
another morphism at the level of the s-connected components, GðXÞ .
F
-HolðE .
F
Þ:
Besides, if A is the ﬁber at y of the covering E .
F
; then GðXÞyyCðRnþÞAsSA: Thus if
hðy; y; aÞ ¼ 1y; then a is given by an element of ðRnþÞA and by the unit of SA; thus the
kernel of h is the s-connected component of the isotropy subgroupoid of GðXÞ .
F
:
Finally, h is onto: the choice of a metric on X allows to deﬁne a (non-canonical)
section of h by taking the isometric afﬁne isomorphisms of Ny
.
F on Nx
.
F:
This proves the following proposition:
Proposition 6.3. Let X be a manifold with corners, and
.
F be an open face of X of
codimension k; and xA
.
F: Then
* GðXÞ .
F
is the semidirect product of HolðE .
F
Þ and of the s-connected component
Gciso ðX Þ of the isotropy subgroupoid of GðXÞ:
* GðXÞxx is the semidirect product of the holonomy group HolðE .FÞ
x
x and of ðRnþÞA (with
A the fiber at x of the covering E .
F
Þ:
Since, then, it is possible to determine when GðXÞ is Hausdorff:
Proposition 6.4. Let X be a manifold with corners,
.
F be an open face of X of
codimension k; and G be an open subgroupoid of GðXÞ containing GðX Þ: Then the
following are equivalent:
1. for every xA
.
F; the isotropy group Gxx is connected;
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2. for every xA
.
F; GxxCðRnþÞk:
If moreover G ¼ GðXÞ; then the assertions above are also equivalent to
3. the covering E .
F
is trivial.
Proof.
* (i) ) (ii): As ðRnþÞkCGxxCðRnþÞksSk; the isotropy group Gxx is the semidirect
product of ðRnþÞk and of a subgroup of Sk: It is thus connected if and only if this
subgroup is trivial.
* (ii)3 (iii): The action of Holð .FÞxx is trivial if and only if that of Holð
.
FÞ is also
trivial, therefore if and only if the covering is trivial. &
Proposition 6.5. Let X be a manifold with corners, and G be an open subgroupoid of
GðX Þ containing GðXÞ: Then G is Hausdorff if and only if for every open face .F; and
for every xA
.
F; the isotropy group Gxx is connected.
Proof. Let xA
.
F; A denotes the ﬁber at x of E .
F
: If Gxx is not connected, there exists
gAGxx; hðgÞ ¼ ðx; x; sÞ; with sASA; sa1: Like in the case of GðR2þÞ; there exists an
open neighborhood of x in X which is diffeomorphic to U  RAþ; and two open
subsets O1 ¼ cIdðU  U  RAþ  ðRnþÞAÞ and O2 ¼ csðU  U  RAþ  ðRnþÞAÞ such
that the map O1-O2-O1  O2 is not closed. This can be proved using the sequence
cIdðu; u; tðAÞ; lðAÞÞ of which all the elements of tðAÞ equal 1=n; and those of lðAÞ
equal 1.
Thus G .
F
is non-Hausdorff.
If for every open face
.
F; and for every xA
.
F; the isotropy group Gxx is connected,
then G is Hausdorff: we only need to prove this for the elements ðx; y; aÞAG and
ðx; y; a0ÞAG; since when the source or the range are different, the elements are
separated because X is Hausdorff.
Let ðx; y; aÞAG and ðx; y; a0ÞAG: Then if V is a neighborhood of x diffeomorphic
to RAþ  V0 and V 0 is a neighborhood of y diffeomorphic to RBþ  V 00; there exists a
bijection s between RAþ and R
B
þ: Since then ðx; y; aÞ and ðx; y; a0Þ are in the same chart
of GðX Þ; Wp;p0;s since Gxy is connected. Therefore this chart separates ðx; y; aÞ and
ðx; y; a0Þ: &
6.2.1. Functoriality of G
We study here the question functoriality for G and G:
Recall that the map f : ½0; 1  ½0; 1-½0; 1 given by the projection on the ﬁrst
component is a morphism of manifolds with corners. But f ð1=2; 0Þ is of codimension
0 while f ð0; 1=2Þ is of codimension 1. Therefore, there does not exist any groupoid
morphism from Gð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ to Gð½0; 1Þ of which the map at the level of units be
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f : there are two points of F1 whose images do not have the same codimension. Thus
there is no functoriality for G:
However, the functoriality is fulﬁlled at the level of G:
Proposition 6.6. Let f : X-X 0 be a morphism of manifolds with corners. Then there
exists a morphism of differentiable groupoids Gðf Þ : GðX Þ-GðX 0Þ whose restriction to
units is f :
Proof. Let F be a face of X ; and let F 0 be the face of X 0 which contains f ðFÞ: As f is
a morphism of manifolds with corners, its differential induces a surjective map
df : Nx
.
F-Nf ðxÞF 0: Let Kx be its kernel.
The set of g ¼ ðx; y; aÞAGðXÞ such that aðKyÞ ¼ Kx is a subgroupoid G of GðX Þ:
Let us show that it contains a neighborhood of GðXÞð0Þ:
As f is a morphism of manifolds with corners, there exists an open subset V of X
and an open subset V 0 of X 0 which are manifolds with embedded corners such that
f ðVÞCV 0: From Proposition 4.3, there exists a morphism GðfjV Þ : GðVÞ-GðV 0Þ:
More precisely, if ðx; y; aÞAGðVÞ; the following diagram is commutative (deﬁne
ðx0; y0; a0Þ ¼ GðfjV Þðx; y; aÞ; F ¼ FðxÞ; F 0 ¼ Fðx0ÞÞ:
Therefore aðKyÞ ¼ Kx; thus GðVÞCG: But GðVÞ is open, hence the union of the
GðVÞ is a neighborhood of GðXÞð0Þ:
The groupoid G is thus a subgroupoid of GðXÞ which contains a neighborhood of
GðX Þð0Þ; thus GðXÞCG: Since then, if g ¼ ðx; y; aÞAGðX Þ; then a induces %a :
NyF=KyCNf ðyÞF 0-NxF=KxCNf ðxÞF 0 since gAG:
This deﬁnes Gðf ÞðgÞ ¼ ðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞ; %aÞ: &
6.2.2. Functoriality for the product
Let X and X 0 be two manifolds with corners. The groupoid GðX  X 0Þ
is not necessarily equal to the product of the groupoids GðXÞ and GðX 0Þ: For
instance, if X ¼ X 0 ¼ ½0; 1Þ; then GðX Þ ¼ GðX Þ thus GðXÞ  GðX 0Þ ¼ GðX Þ 
GðX 0Þ ¼ GðX  X 0Þ: But GðX  X 0Þ is not s-connected, therefore GðX 
X 0ÞaGðX Þ  GðX 0Þ:
However, once again the property is true for the reduced groupoid. Actually,
GðX Þ  GðX 0Þ is an open subgroupoid of GðX  X 0Þ; which contains GðX  X 0Þð0Þ;
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thus GðX  X 0ÞCGðXÞ  GðX 0Þ: Besides, GðXÞ  GðX 0Þ is s-connected thus
GðX  X 0Þ ¼ GðXÞ  GðX 0Þ:
6.3. The Cn-algebra of GðX Þ
6.3.1. Pseudodifferential calculus on X
We have shown before that the ﬁbers GðXÞy are Hausdorff, thus the Cn-algebra of
GðX Þ is well deﬁned, as well as C0ðGÞ:
Deﬁnition 6.2. The pseudodifferential calculus on the manifold with corners X is
deﬁned as the pseudodifferential calculus on the groupoid of X ;GðX Þ:
Remark 6.2. In the case when GðXÞ is not Hausdorff, it is still possible to construct a
Schwartz space with respect to a length function with polynomial growth. As GðXÞ is
covered by a ﬁnite number of Hausdorff submanifolds, the functions with rapid
decay can be deﬁned as sums of functions with rapid decay on each submanifold.
6.3.2. Equivalence of groupoids and Morita equivalence
Before studying the Cn-algebra of GðXÞ we need two results.
Proposition 6.7. Let G be a Lie groupoid, and V be an open subset of Gð0Þ which
intersects each fiber of G: Then CnðGVV Þ is isomorphic to a full hereditary subalgebra of
CnðGÞ; CnðGVV Þ is thus Morita equivalent to CnðGÞ:
The proof of this proposition, which does not assume that G is Hausdorff, is
inspired by a theorem of Hilsum and Skandalis [9].
Proof. Let D be the vector space generated by the CNc ðU ;O
1
2Þ where U covers a
maximal atlas of G: As pU1ðf1ÞpU2ðf2Þ ¼ pUðf1 *f2Þ; D is a subalgebra of CnðGÞ:
If O is an open subset of G denote by CnðOÞ the closure of DjO in CnðGÞ: Remark
that CnðGV Þ is a right ideal of CnðGÞ: Indeed, let U be a chart of G; U 0 be a chart of
GV ; fACNc ðU ;O
1
2Þ; gACNc ðU 0;O
1
2Þ; then f *gACNc ðU 00;O
1
2Þ with U 00CGV :
Moreover, ðCnðGV ÞÞn ¼ CnðGV Þ; and CnðGVV Þ ¼ CnðGV Þ-CnðGV Þ thus CnðGVV Þ
is an hereditary subalgebra of CnðGÞ: Let us show that it is full.
Let U be a chart of G; and, gAU : As G is a Lie groupoid, the maps r and s are
open. Moreover, each orbit of G meets V thus G
rðUÞ
V is a non-empty open subset.
Then let U1 be a chart of G
rðUÞ
V such that rðgÞArðU1Þ: Let g1AU1:
Similarly, let U3 be a chart of G
V
sðUÞ such that sðgÞAsðU3Þ; and let g3AU3:
Finally, let U2 be a chart of G
V
V which contains g2 ¼ g11 gg13 : We deﬁne U 0 ¼
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U-U1 *U2 *U3: If fACNc ðU ;O
1
2Þ; then using a partition of unity, one can show that
f is the sum of maps f 0ACNc ðU 0;O
1
2Þ: But each f 0 is the limit with respect to an
estimate (see [25, Section II.1])
jjf jjI ¼ max sup
xAGð0Þ
Z
jf jdlx; sup
yAGð0Þ
Z
jf jdly
 !
of a sequence of convolution products of the form f1 * f2 * f3; where fiAC
N
c ðUi;O
1
2Þ:
Thus the ideal generated by CnðGVV Þ is dense in CnðGÞ:
This leads to a generalization of a theorem of Muhly et al. [21] established in the
framework of Hausdorff Lie groupoids. &
Corollary 6.1. Let G and G0 be two equivalent Lie groupoids (maybe non-Hausdorff).
Then their Cn-algebras are Morita-equivalent.
Recall that a subgroupoid G of a H is full if G ¼ HAA where ACHð0Þ intersects all
the orbits of H; and that two subgroupoids are equivalent if there exists a groupoid
which contains them as full open subgroupoids.
Proof. Let H be a groupoid which contains G and G0 as full subgroupoids. Then the
proposition above implies that CnðGÞ and CnðHÞ are Morita-equivalent, as well as
CnðG0Þ and CnðHÞ: This gives the result by transitivity. &
6.3.3. Universality of K
*
ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ
While the reduced groupoid of a manifold with corners X has some good
functoriality properties contrarily to GðX Þ; the latter groupoid is general enough to
be universal in some sense.
Theorem 6.1. Let X and X 0 be two manifolds with corners of same maximal
codimension. Then the Cn-algebras CnðGðX ÞÞ and CnðGðX 0ÞÞ are Morita-equivalent.
Proof. Let xAX : As X and X 0 have the same maximal codimension, there exists
x0AX 0 of same codimension as x: Thus X 0 intersects all the orbits of GðX,X 0Þ; and
GðX,X 0ÞXX ¼ GðXÞ is a full subgroupoid of GðX,X 0Þ: This is the same for X ;
therefore GðXÞ and GðX 0Þ are equivalent.
Corollary 6.1 then gives the result. &
This theorem implies that the analytic index s : K
*
ðTnXÞ-K
*
ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ takes
its values in a group which only depends on the maximal codimension of X : This was
of course known in the case of smooth (i.e. codimension 0) manifolds, for which the
analytic index is always an integer.
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6.3.4. Structure of CnðGðXÞÞ
In this general context, there is a result similar to Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a manifold with corners of dimension n; and l be the maximal
codimension of X : Denote by Fj the union of faces of dimension strictly lower than j:
Then there is an inclusive sequence of ideals:
I0*I1*?*Il ;
where I0 ¼ CnðGðXÞÞ; and Ij ¼ CnðGðXÞX \Fnlþj Þ:
The subquotients are determined up to Morita-equivalence by
Ij=Ijþ1 C
Morita
CnððRnþÞnjsSnjÞ;
where Sk is the set of permutations of k elements.
Proof. Deﬁne Y ¼ Rlþ  Rn  l: Y has the same maximal codimension as X :
Lemma 5.2.1 implies that Ij=Ijþ1CCnðGðX ÞFjþ1\Fj Þ; which is Morita-equivalent to
CnðGðY ÞF 0
jþ1\F
0
j
Þ (denote by F 0 the analog of Fj in Y ). But F 0 ¼ F 0jþ1\F 0j is the union of
the open faces of dimension j: The normal bundle to F 0 can be trivialized as F 0 
R
nj
þ ; thus GðRpF 0 Þ ¼ F 0  F 0  ðRnþÞnjsSnj:Therefore Ij=Ijþ1 is Morita-equiva-
lent to CnððRnþÞnjsSnjÞ#K; thus to CnððRnþÞnjsSnjÞ: &
7. Examples
In this section we give a few examples of computations of the K-theory groups of
the Cn-algebras of GðX Þ:
Type of manifold with corners K
*
ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ
Manifold with boundary (p boundary components) K0 ¼ 0; K1 ¼ Zp1
Cube ½0; 1n Kn ¼ Z; Knþ1 ¼ 0
Simplex Dn Kn ¼ Z; Knþ1 ¼ 0
Drop with one or two corners K0 ¼ Z; K1 ¼ 0
Tori with square section K0 ¼ Z; K1 ¼ 0
Klein bottle with square section K0 ¼ 0; K1 ¼ Z"Z
First, remark the following lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Let X be a manifold with embedded corners, and M be a smooth manifold.
Then K
*
ðCnðGðX  MÞÞÞ ¼ K
*
ðCnðGðX ÞÞÞ:
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Proof. This is actually a corollary of Proposition 4.4: one has GðX  MÞ ¼
GðX Þ  GðMÞ ¼ GðXÞ  M2; thus CnðGðX  MÞÞCCnðGðXÞÞ#K; which gives the
result. &
7.1. Manifolds with boundary
Let X be a manifold with boundary, and let p be the number of its
boundary components. Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.3 show that there is an
exact sequence
0-K-AX- "
FAHFðX Þ
C0ðR;KÞ-0:
Consequently, there is a six-term exact sequence
where the map @ is given by the incidence matrix. It is thus surjective, hence
K0ðAX Þ ¼ 0; and K1ðAX ÞCZp1: Remark that if the boundary is connected, then
K
*
ðAX Þ ¼ 0:
7.2. Baum–Connes isomorphism
The Baum–Connes isomorphism [4,5] gives several results straightforwardly. If G
is indeed a locally compact Hausdorff groupoid whose ﬁbers are contractible, then
the classifying space of G is Gð0Þ: Here GðXÞ (for X a manifold with corners with no
holonomy) is a union of groupoids of the form
.
F
2  ðRnþÞk: For each of these
groupoids the conjecture is true (this is the Thom isomorphism), and the conjecture
is stable under extensions thus
KnðGð0ÞÞCK
*
ðCnðGÞÞ:
7.3. The cube [0,1], the simplex Dn; the drops
The result above can be applied here. If X is a manifold with corners with no
holonomy such that each face is contractible, then the ﬁbers of GðXÞ are
contractible, thus
KnðX ÞCK
*
ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ:
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The manifolds being contractible, it implies that
K0ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ ¼ Z; K1ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ ¼ 0:
7.4. The tori with square section
Consider the torus Ti ¼ ð½0; 1  ½0; 1  RÞ=Z where Z acts on R by translations
and not on ½0; 1  ½0; 1 (ﬁrst case), or by rotation of p=2 (second case) or p (third
case).
7.4.1. First case: no rotation
In this case, Z acts only on R; thus this torus is T0 ¼ ½0; 1  ½0; 1  S1; and the
K-theory of its Cn-algebra is that of ½0; 1  ½0; 1: Hence
K0ðCnðGðT0ÞÞÞ ¼ Z;
K1ðCnðGðT0ÞÞÞ ¼ 0:
7.4.2. Second case: rotation of p=2
In the torus T1; let V be diffeomorphic to ½0; e½½0; e½0; e½; such that it meets
every ﬁber. Similarly, in the drop with one corner A1; there is an open subset
diffeomorphic to ½0; 1½½0; 1½; V 0 which meets every ﬁber:
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Proposition 6.7 implies that
K
*
ðCnðGðT1ÞÞÞ ¼ K* ðCnðGðT1Þ
V
V ÞÞ; K* ðCnðGðA1ÞÞÞ ¼ K* ðCnðGðA1Þ
V 0
V 0 ÞÞ:
But GðT1ÞVVCGðA1ÞV
0
V 0  Gð0; 1½Þ hence K* ðCnðGðT1ÞÞÞ ¼ K* ðCnðGðA1ÞÞÞ:
7.4.3. Third case: rotation of p
In the torus T2 and the drop with two corners A2; there are also two open subsets
meeting every ﬁber:
Thus K
*
ðCnðGðT2ÞÞÞ ¼ K* ðCnðGðA2ÞÞÞ:
7.5. The Klein bottle with square section
Let X ¼ ð½0; 1  ½0; 1  RÞ=Z; where the action of Z is the symmetry with respect
to the diagonal on ½0; 1  ½0; 1; and the translation by 1 on R : 1  ða; b; tÞ ¼
ðb; a; t þ 1Þ:
This manifold with corners has two hyperfaces F and F 0; and three faces of
codimension 2; C; C0 and D:
As GðXÞ can be split into two parts, one being the restriction to the manifold with
connected boundary
.
F, .X; one gets an isomorphism between the K-theory of the
Cn-algebra of GðXÞ and that of GðXÞC,GðXÞ0F : Moreover, the decomposition F 0 ¼
D,ðF 0,C0Þ induces an isomorphism of K
*
ðCnðGðX ÞF 0 ÞÞ with K* ðCnðGðX ÞDÞÞ
since GðXÞF 0,C0 ¼ GðF 0,C0Þ  Rnþ (indeed GðXÞC
0
C0CðRnþÞ2 as there is no
holonomy on C0), and
.
F,C0 is a manifold with connected boundary.
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Finally K
*
ðCnðGðXÞÞÞCK
*
ðCnðGðX ÞCÞÞ  K* ðCnðGðXÞDÞÞ: But for xAC
or xAD; GðXÞxxCðRnþÞ2sS2: Consequently K* ðCnðGðXÞÞÞCK* ðC0ððRnþÞ
2Þs
S2Þ"K* ðC0ððRnþÞ
2ÞsS2Þ:
Lemma 7.2. K
*
ðCnðGðR2þÞÞÞCK * ðC0ððRnþÞ
2ÞsS2Þ; and K0ðC0ðR2ÞsS2Þ ¼
0; K1ðC0ðR2ÞsS2Þ ¼ Z:
Proof. As R2þ\ð0; 0Þ is a manifold with boundary, K* ðCnðGðR2þ\ð0; 0ÞÞÞÞ ¼ 0 thus the
ﬁrst isomorphism comes from the decomposition R2þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ,R2þ\ð0; 0Þ:
Besides, the change of variables ðx; yÞ/ðx þ y; x  yÞ implies that
C0ðR2ÞsS2CC0ðRÞ#ðC0ðRÞsZ=2Þ: The action of Z=2 on C0ðRÞ is given by
ðð1Þ  f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ:
But
C0ðRÞ ¼ fðf ; gÞAC0ðRþ0RþÞ; f ð0Þ ¼ gð0ÞgCC0ðRþ  Z=2Þ;
thus C0ðRÞsZ=2CðC0ðRþÞ#CðZ=2ÞÞsZ=2: But the action of Z=2 is trivial
on C0ðRþÞ; thus ðC0ðRþÞ#CnðZ=2ÞÞsZ=2 ¼ C0ðRþÞ#ðCnðZ=2ÞsZ=2Þ ¼
C0ðRþÞ#M2ðCÞ: Hence,
C0ðRÞsZ=2 ¼ ffAC0ðRþ; CnðZ=2ÞsZ=2Þ; f ð0ÞACnðZ=2Þg:
Therefore the following sequences are exact:
0-C0ðRnþÞ#M2ðCÞ- C0ðRÞsZ=2- CnðZ=2Þ-0
jj k k
0-C0ðRnþÞ#M2ðCÞ- C0ðRþÞ#M2ðCÞ- M2ðCÞ-0
where CnðZ=2Þ ¼ C"C; which implies the six-term exact sequence
For the second exact sequence, C0ðRþÞ#M2ðCÞ is contractible thus
K
*
ðC0ðRnþÞ#M2ðCÞÞCK * ðM2ðCÞÞ: Hence the boundary map @ : Z"Z-Z is the
map K0ðC"CÞ-K0ðM2ðCÞÞ; which is precisely ðx; yÞ/x þ y:
Consequently,
K0ðC0ðRÞsZ=2Þ ¼ Z; K1ðC0ðRÞsZ=2Þ ¼ 0:
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But C0ðR2ÞsS2CC0ðRÞ#ðC0ðRÞsZ=2Þ; thus the Thom isomorphism theorem
implies that
K0ðC0ðR2ÞsS2Þ ¼ 0; K1ðC0ðR2ÞsS2Þ ¼ Z: &
This proves the following corollary:
Corollary 7.1. If X is the Klein bottle with square section, then
K0ðCnðGðX ÞÞÞ ¼ 0; K1ðCnðGðXÞÞÞ ¼ Z"Z:
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